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feeding,.. feed bins...
With more than 40 models to
choose from, Chore-Time’s line-
up of feed bins lets you choose
exactly tahat you need not
what somebody wants you to
have. They’re all completely
galvanized (no painted parts)
and have other quality features
that you need in a bin for long
years of trouble-free service at
low cost.

ventilation...
Your imaginationis the limit
when it comes to the feeding

Keep animals- comfortable, and
you keep them far more thrifty
and far more profitable. Chore-
Time’s Advanced Air Systems ap-
proach combines controlled air
inlets with the finest variable

layoutyou canget with Chore-
Time’s patentedFLEX-AUGER'
Feed Delivery System- it goes
up, down, around, thru, over, or
under. And it does it all without
gears, comer cogs, orother
energy-eating mechanism. The
secret is oursensible one-piece,
“centerless” auger.

speed and single speed fans and
other components. They’re fitted
to your specific building. The
result is year-around, day-in and
day-out comfort for your animals.
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BROODERS
for

HOGS & POULTRY

Sunnypig I
2200BTU Sunnybird 8

14,000 BTU i

5 MODELS AVAILABLE FROM 2,200 to 14,000

chore-time® feed bins, flex-auget®, and other
equipment work together to help you modernize
quickly, efficiently, economically

LEADERS INJtEVERSE
CAGE RESEARCH
& DEVELOPMENT

REVERSE CAGE
LAYER SYSTEM

LESS BIROSTRESS
The system has been designed for bird comfort!
Each bird has her place at the feed trough. Each has easy

access to water. Obstruction to light and the flow of air have
been greatly reduced, providing more uniform ventilation and
lighting for every bird. Combined with

_
Chore-Time’s

automatically controlled airjnletting system, you get a layer'
house environment designed for bird comfort and the
resulting better production.

Not only the physical shape of the feed trough, but the
operation of the feeder has been engineered to reduce feed
waste.The trough shape cuts down on feed lossfrom “raking”
and “billing,” while the feeder has been specifically designed
for Chore-Time’s programmed and performance feeding
concept.

★ LET US SHOWYOU A REVERSE
CAGE SYSTEM IN OPERATION

■ BROCK GRAIN HANDLING SYSTEMS ;

■ CHORE-TIME POULTRY S LIVESTOCK SYSTEMS
■ SHENANDOAH POULTRY & LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT
■ DELPHI HOG CONFINEMENT EQUIPMENT

AGRi- EQUIPMENT,,nc

■ UNARCO ROHN HOG CONFINEMENT EQUIPMENT
■ HOSKINS HEATED CATTLE & HOG WATERERS
■ SBM INFRARED BROODERS

CATTLE - HOG - POULTRY & GRAIN EQUIPMENT
2754Creek HillRoad, Leola, PA 17540

PHONE: 717-656-4151
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